
 

Easy Review 
Version 6.00 

Invite, Manage and Publish Reviews - Easily 

Overview 
Easy Review is the easiest way to get your customers to review your products and store. 

Installation is simple and straight forward, requiring only the basic understanding of adding a 

module to your Miva Merchant store. 

Features 

▪ Product AND Store reviews. 

▪ Fully templated and styled via CSS giving you ultimate control over appearance. 

▪ Point and Click settings if you just want to get up and running quickly. 

▪ Review Voting: Let your customers tell others if they thought a review was helpful or 

not. 

▪ Review creation uses a movable popup, meaning reviewers stay on the product 

page. 

▪ Ratings summary has a popup ‘distribution’ map showing how many reviews a 

product has and how they are distributed between 1-5 star values. 

▪ Full control over who can review products with several different options. 

▪ No hurdle SPAM control. SPAMMERS are blocked without requiring reviewers to do 

anything. 

▪ Super easy and efficient review management. Quickly approve, edit and even 

respond to reviews. Edit approved reviews as well. Display reviews by Pending, 

Approved or All. Sort by title, product code, date, author, email, customer ID, rating 

and more. Filter the review table to find exactly the one review you need to edit.  

▪ Export/Import with conversion of Sebenza Ultimate Reviews. 

▪ Verified Purchaser flag. 

▪ Automatically limits reviews and voting to one per product per person. 

▪ Annotate review form fields to help guide reviewers in writing reviews. 



▪ Full support of Rich Data Snippets and Microdata. 

▪ Create a display of one or more randomly selected reviews. Random reviews can be 

picked from specific product or store testimonial. 

▪ Product Group Reviews lets you share reviews amongst products that are essentially 

the same (such has a product that differs in size or finish). 

▪ Product Exclusion lets you exclude a product from being reviewed. 

▪ Followup Review Request email lets you ask for a product or store review a specific 

number of days after purchase or shipping. 

▪ Responsive Write Review dialog box for a better review experience on mobile 

devices. 

Installation 
After installing and assigning the module you are ready to setup Easy Review in your store. 

Basic setup should take less than 10 minutes. However, because of the extensive features Easy 

Review has, some configurations may take longer. 

When you install Easy Review, it will automatically do the following (included here for 

reference): 

▪ It creates two additional pages, ALLREV and ALLTEST which you can use to display all 

product reviews or all store testimonials. 

▪ It assigns the Easy Review module item to several pages: PROD, CTGY, PLST, SRCH, 

ALLREV, and ALLTEST. 

▪ It places a stylesheet link reference into the Global Head Tag content template:  

<link href="http://phosphor2.mivamerchantdev.com/mm5/css/00000001/pm_easy_review.css" 

rel="stylesheet"> 

▪ It adds the globally used SMT item that creates the "Write a Review/Testimonial 

Dialog" 

<mvt:item name="pm_easy_review" param="form" /> 

In addition, if you previously used Sebenza Ultimate Reviews and it is still installed, Easy Review 

will automatically import those reviews into its own databases. (Though you do have to push a 

button). See “Exporting and Importing Review Data”. 



 

Setting Up Easy Review 
Setting up Easy Review requires inserting a couple of SMT Item tags into appropriate places on 

your site.  

Note: Overall, three SMT Items tag are used, but the third tag (<mvt:item 

name="pm_easy_review" param="form" />) is inserted automatically into the Global 

Footer of the site. If your site is not using the Global Footer on all pages, you might 

need to move or copy this item to another template. 

The two item tags are: 

<mvt:item name="pm_easy_review" param="product" /> 

AND 

<mvt:item name="pm_easy_review" param="summary" /> 

Product Item 

The "product" tag is usually placed in the Product Display Layout template of the Product page. 

This tag produces the "read review" portion of Easy Review, similar to the following. (Note: Easy 

Review tries to adopt as much formatting as possible from your site, so how it appears on your 

site may be completely different.) 

 



Summary Item 

The summary item is typically used on listing pages such as the Category and Search pages.  It 

could also be used on things like Related, Featured or Best Seller type of product listings. 

Here's a typical view of the what the Summary Item produces: 

 

Opening the Easy Review Admin 

To access the Easy Review admin 

✓ Click Menu | Utilities > Easy Review 

Adding Ratings and Reviews to Your Product Page 

The Product reviews item, by default, contains both the Aggregate Ratings display of all 

reviews and the individual reviews with their rating. In addition, it includes a button to let 

customers review the product for themselves. 

To add product reviews to a product page 

1. Open the Product page templates. 

2. In the Product Display Layout page, locate a suitable location for the Product Item. 

Usually, right after the Product Description: 

<hr noshade /> 

 <div class="row"> 

  <div class="column whole product-information--description"> 

  <p class="semibold nm">Product Details</p> 

  <div class="small">&mvt:product:descrip;</div> 

 </div> 

 <div class="row"> 

  <mvt:item name="pm_easy_review” param="product” /> 

 </div> 

</div> 

<!-- end product-information--description --> 

<hr noshade /> 

3. Click Update. 

4. If you already had review data (from an import), your product page will now look 

something like the following: 



 

Everything about the display of the average rating, reviews, review distribution etc., can be 

easily controlled via the template (Product review template) and the css file 

(pm_easy_review.css). 

Adding Summary to a Product List 

The Summary review item is usually used on the Category Product List, Search Results Product 

List and Related Products List. In the following steps, we show the procedure for the Category 

Product List. The procedure is the same for other pages, except for the actual template in 

which you place the item. They all use the same Easy Review template (Summary review).  

To add ratings to a product list 

1. Open the Category page templates. 

2. In the Category Product List Layout template, locate a suitable location for the 

Summary Review item. Usually, right after the Product Name. 

<div class="column half small-one-third category-product">  

  <a href="&mvte:product:link;" title="&mvte:product:name;">  

  <img src="&mvte:product:thumbnail;" alt="&mvte:product:name;"/>  

  <p class="semibold">&mvte:product:name;</p></a>  

  <mvt:item name="pm_easy_review" param="summary" />  

  <mvt:if expr="l.settings:product:price GT 0">  

  <p>&mvte:product:formatted_price;</p>  

  </mvt:if>  

</div>  

3. Click Update. 

4. If you already had review data (from an import), your product page will now look 

something like the following: 



 

Remember, everything about the Summary can be easily controlled via the template (Summary 

review template) and the css file (pm_easy_review.css). 

 Setting Your Review Options 

Easy Review lets you control: 

▪ Two optional levels of restriction for review publication. 

▪ Optional restriction to logged-in customers. 

▪ Whether review voting is displayed. 

▪ Optional notification by email when a review is submitted. 

▪ Colors of the review stars and review dialog. 

Customizing Your Reviews 

There are three ways to customize your Reviews.  

▪ Use the point and click selections in the module's Settings tab 

▪ Adding HTML/CSS markup to the five templates used by Easy Review 

▪ Modifying the provided CSS stylesheet file, pm_easy_review.css. 



 

Easy Review Settings Tab 

The Settings tab of the Easy Review module interface has several point and click selections for 

how Easy Review behavior and appearance. 

Easy Review lets you control: 

▪ Two optional levels of restriction for review publication. 

▪ Optional restriction to logged-in customers. 

▪ Whether review voting is displayed. 

▪ Optional notification by email when a review is submitted. 

▪ Colors of the review stars and review dialog. 

Rating icon color The color used for the Rating icon on Summary 

and Full Reviews, as well as the Write Review 

dialog and the rating distribution chart. 

Dialog text The color of the text used in the Write Review 

dialog 

Dialog background The color of the background in the Write Review 

dialog 

Title bar text The color of the title bar text in the Write Review 

dialog  

Title bar background The color of the title bar background in the Write 

Review dialog 

Require email confirmation Selecting this option requires that a reviewer 

respond to an automated email message before 

the review is Approved (automatically if no other 

options are selected). 



This option can be used in conjunction with the 

other two review approval settings. 

Require customer login Reviewers must log in as store customers before 

submitting a review. 

This option can be used in conjunction with the 

other two review approval settings. 

Require admin approval Reviews must be manually approved from within 

the module’s admin.  

This option can be used in conjunction with the 

other two review approval settings. 

Enable voting on review Allows store visitors to vote on whether a 

particular review was helpful or not. Results are 

displayed on the individual reviews. 

Notify me on new review Sends an email to the store owner (store email or 

module’s support email when a review is 

submitted.) 

Show company field Displays an additional field in the write review 

dialog for Company Name. (Mostly used in B2B) 

Show URL field Displays an additional field in the write review 

dialog for a company URL. (Mostly used in B2B) 

 



 

Easy Review Templates 

Basic HTML and SMT logic are supported by standard Miva managed templates. These are the 

same types of templates used throughout the Miva store. 

Note: The template controls in the Easy Review are slightly different (we think better) 

than the standard Merchant template controls. See “Easy Review Template Controls” at 

the end of this section. 

There are five templates: Summary review, Product review and Product form, Store review and 

Store form.  

The Summary Review controls the appearance of the display often used in category, search and 

related products views. This is a display of the overall rating of the product and number of 

reviews that average is based on: 

 

The Product review template controls the appearance of the display used primarily on the 

Product page. It contains both the average rating, number of reviews (like the Summary review) 

AND the Write review link and the actual reviews. 



 

The Store review is used to control the appearance of store reviews (or testimonials). Typically, 

these reviews are shown on their own page (the module creates a basic page called ALLTEST 

for you to use as a start) but can be used on any page you want. 

 



 

Easy Review Template Notes 

The Easy Review templates are commented with basic descriptions of the different sections of 

the template. We STRONGLY recommend you leave those comments in place and add your 

own comments to indicate changes you've made. Also, we recommend NOT using inline styles 

or inline style sheets. If you need to change the appearance of an item, use the included linked 

CSS file (pm_easy_review.css). 

In general, you should only have necessary HTML/CSS markup, and logic changes to the 

templates. 

Store Review Template and Page Notes 

The Store Review template is almost the same as the Product Review template. The major 

difference is that store testimonials generally don’t have voting so that code is commented out 

in the base template. 

A basic Store Review Page is created (called ALLTEST). You will most likely want to review this 

page to be sure it matches the rest of your site. You can link to it by using ALLTEST as the 

Screen code. For example, if your About Us page is www.mysite.com/abus.html then the store 

review page will be at www.mysite.com/alltest.html. Likewise, if your About Us page was 

www.mysite.com/mm5/merchant.mvc?screen=ABUS use, 

www.mysite.com/mm5/merchant.mvc?screen=ALLTEST. (Feel free to change the page code if 

desired.) 

http://www.mysite.com/abus.html
http://www.mysite.com/alltest.html
http://www.mysite.com/mm5/merchant.mvc?screen=ABUS
http://www.mysite.com/mm5/merchant.mvc?screen=ALLTEST


 

The pm_easy_review.css Style Sheet 

The pm_easy_review.css style sheet contains almost all of the formatting for the reviews. A 

couple of inline styles are in the templates themselves because they need to use dynamic 

settings. These styles control the Rating icon color and Rating Distribution bar graph color and 

width settings. 

The style sheet is created as /mm5/css/00000001/pm_easy_review.css (where mm5 is your base 

Miva Merchant directory and 00000001 is the store directory. 

The style sheet also contains some code comments, enclosed by /* */.  

Note: If you need to change or add styles to the pm_easy_review.css file, we 

recommend that you add them at the END of the file. Use the css comment code to 

label them. I.e., /* My Styles */. This will make it easier to copy these styles to a new 

version of the style sheet should one become available. This also means that you should 

OVERRIDE a style declaration instead of changing it. For example, if you wanted to make 

the store owner response bold, add: .epResponse {font-weight:bold} at the end of the 

style sheet rather than changing the original declaration. 

We of course recommend using our Edit This! Module to make modifying this style sheet 

easier and safer. 

Easy Review Managed Template Controls 

We’ve made improvements to the way you use managed templates in Easy Review. 

Each template has its own Save Changes button. As soon as you make any changes to a 

template, the text color changes and the Save Changes button is enabled.  

Save Changes, of course, saves the current changes to a new template version. You can use 

the Notes: section of to apply a label to this change. We highly recommend getting in the habit 

of writing a brief note – if you don’t do this now, you will thank us later. 

Reset reverts the template back to the last saved version. 

Make Current is used in conjunction with the Versions drop down. Select the version you want 

from the drop down list, and then click Make Current to use that version. 

Clear History deletes all versions other than the Original and the current. Only use this when 

you have many interim versions and you would like to ‘clean the slate.’ 



 

Managing Reviews 
The management features in Easy Review lets you: 

▪ View by Pending, Approved or All 

▪ Sort reviews by date, product code, rating and other fields. 

▪ Approve reviews if Require Admin Approval is selected in Settings. 

▪ Edit reviews to correct spelling, grammar and other factual errors. 

▪ Delete reviews. 

▪ Add store owner responses to reviews. (Responses are formatted globally by a style 

sheet tag.) 

▪ Filter reviews by specific text you enter. 

When you first open the Manage Review tab in Easy Reviews, reviews are filtered by Pending 

so you can quickly review and approve. You can choose to show Pending, Approved or All. 

The list of reviews can be sorted by column. Just click on the column heading to change the 

order. 

Approving Reviews 

✓ Click Approve 

Editing or Commenting Reviews 

1. Click Edit. The Edit Review dialog appears. 

2. In the Edit Review dialog, you can change any aspect of the review other than the 

product code, email or date.  

3. To respond to a review, just enter your comment in the Response box in the Edit 

Review dialog. 

 

Note: We strongly encourage you to be fair. Do not change the rating or intent of 

the review. We allow editing so that you can address issues such as clarity or remove 

inappropriate language. 

4. When done, click Save. 



Filter Reviews By Content 

You can restrict the listing of reviews by any content shown in the listing.  

✓ In the Filter box, enter the term you want to filter by. This can be the review’s title, 

terms in reviews content, response, product code, etc. 

Random Reviews 
▪ Easy Review lets you easily create displays of randomly selected reviews. You can 

have several of these types of displays throughout your site. For example, a random 

store testimonial on your home page, a random product testimonial of the specific 

category on a category display, or a random product display of the currently 

displayed product placed high up on a product display page. 

▪ You could even have separate random product review for a list of say Best Sellers or 

Featured products you show on your home page. 

▪ You can define the group of reviews that Random Reviews can be pulled from by: 

▪ The list of Store reviews (Testimonials). 

▪ The list of Product reviews of a specific product. 

▪ The list of Product reviews of ALL products within a category 

▪ In addition, you can restrict the group of reviews by the review rating (number of 

stars) and the number of reviews you want to show. 

How to Implement Random Reviews 

Random Reviews don't use a pre-defined template as they can be used through out your site 

in various ways. Instead, we provide an SMT Item and the following basic template code mark 

up you can add to almost any other template in your store. 



 

The basic Random Review Template Code 

<mvt:comment> 

   The Random Review SMT Item 

   - Creates the array used in the following template markup 

</mvt:comment> 

<mvt:item name="pm_easy_review" 

param="RandomReview|Return:3|MinRating:4|CharacterCount:20|ProductList:my-product" />  

 

<mvt:comment>  

   Return: The number of reviews to return. 

   MinRating: The minimum rating of the review returned. 

   CharacterCount: lets you limit the actual review contents to x characters. 

   ProductList: defines what products to take reviews from.  

</mvt:comment> 

 

<mvt:foreach iterator="rand" array="randomreviews"> 

<div class="randReviewContainer"> 

<div class="randHead"><span class="randStars">&mvt:rand:stars;</span><span 

class="title"><b>&mvt:rand:title;</b></span></div> 

 <div class="randContent"> 

  <span class="randReview"> 

  &mvt:rand:exreview;  

<mvt:comment>  

   The following shows a ...More link if you limited to return results  

   and there is more to the review. 

   The URL used would have to change based on whether you where linking to a product, 

category or store review. 

</mvt:comment>   

  <mvt:if expr="l.settings:rand:more"> 

   <a href="&mvt:global:sessionurl;Screen=PROD&product_code=my-product">...more</a> 

  </mvt:if> 

  </span> 

 </div> 

 <div class="randSig"> 

  <mvt:if expr="l.settings:rand:purchased"><div class="verified"><span>Verified 

Buyer</span></div></mvt:if> 

  <span class="randAuthor">&mvt:rand:author;</span> 

  <span class="randDate">&mvt:rand:date;</span> 

 </div> 

</div> 

</mvt:foreach> 

 

 

To pull reviews from products within a category, use the following SMT Item in place of the 

RandomReview item: 

<mvt:item name="pm_easy_review" param="RandomCategory|Return:1|MinRating:4|CharacterCount:0" 

/> 

 

To pull reviews from several different products, you can just include those products as a list 

after ProductList: 

<mvt:item name="pm_easy_review" 

param="RandomReview|Return:1|MinRating:4|CharacterCount:20|ProductList:plate,tea-tanic,pizza-

cutter,obsessive" /> 



 

Random Review Tokens 

Here's a list of the tokens (variables) available within the Random review loop: 

:title The title of the review (if provided). 

:author The reviewers name (if provided) 

:code  The product code(s) of the pool of reviewed products. 

:date Review date 

:more True if truncated returns where specified and there is more content in 

the full review. 

:exreview The truncated portion of the review content (if CharacterCount was set). 

:purchased True if the reviewer was a verified purchaser 

:rating The decimal rating of the review (1-5). 

:review The full content of the review. 

:stars The 'star' display of the review 

Product Review Grouping 
Product Review Grouping lets you associate reviews with multiple products. For example, if you 

sell a mattress pad and use separate products for twin, full, queen and king you'd want each of 

those products to share each other's reviews. 

In the Easy Review Settings tab, check the Enable product grouping check box. 

To group reviews 

1. In the Easy Review Settings tab, check the Enable product grouping check box.  

 

This action turns on this feature and creates a custom field called Easy Review group 

code for each product. 

2. For each product that will share reviews, enter a unique common code. Use only 

numbers, letters or the underscore character. Do not use spaces or other characters. 

 

The code can be anything you wish. If you have a product that can be thought of as 

the "Parent Product" it might make sense to use that product's code as the Easy 

Review group code. But its not required. 



Product Review Exclusion 
You can exclude any product from showing any output of the Easy Reviews templates, 

including the "Write Review" button. 

To exclude a product group reviews 

1. In the Easy Review Settings tab, check the Enable product exclusion check box. 

 

This action turns on this feature and creates a custom field (check box) called Easy 

Review exclusion. 

2. For each product that you want to exclude, check its Easy Review exclusion checkbox 

under it's Custom Field settings. 



 

Exporting and Importing Review Data 
You can use the export/import feature in Easy Review to import data from other review 

applications or sources. You can also use it to save a backup of reviews (as you know, reviews 

are basically gold). 

NOTE: If you have Sebenza Ultimate Reviews installed, Easy Review will automatically 

detect them, and let you convert them with a single click. Just click the Convert Reviews 

button. 

To save the current contents of your reviews 

✓ Select the types of reviews you want to export, and then click Export Reviews. 

To import reviews from other sources 

1. Upload the correctly formatted (see “Product Review Import File Format”) to 

/mivadata/Merchant5/s01. (Where s01 is the data directory for your store.) 

2. Select which types of reviews to import, then click Import Reviews. 

Product Review Import File Format 

The product import file for Easy Reviews must be named “pm_easy_review.imex.txt” and laid 

out as follows: 

Header Description Example 

ID Internal Record ID.  

 

If importing from another source, leave 

this blank. If reimporting (as say a transfer 

or backup) leave this field as is. 

 

TITLE The title of the review. (required) This has just the right 

balance of whimsy and 

utility 

REVIEW The body of the review itself. (required) I purchased this to 

brighten up my day, and 

since I drink tea often 

during the week, 

RESPONSE The store owner response. Glad you like it so much! 



PRODCODE The Miva Merchant product code of the 

reviewed product. If this is a store review 

(testimonial) use _store_. (required) 

_store_ 

DATE Date in Unix time format. (required) 1425677343 

AUTHOR The reviewers name. (required) John Public 

COMPANY The reviewers company.  

URL The URL of the reviewers company.  

EMAIL The reviewers email address. john@public.com 

CUST_ID Miva Merchant Customer ID. 42 

CONFIRMED Email confirmed. (Always set this to 1) 

(required) 

0 = no, 1 = yes 

APPROVED Review has been approved. (required) 0 = no, 1 = yes 

PURCHASED Customer is a verified purchaser. 

(required) 

0 = no, 1 = yes 

RATING The decimal value of the reviews rating. 

(required) 

1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. 

UPVOTE Number of votes “Review was helpful”. 4 

DOWNVOTE Number of votes “Review was not 

helpful”. 

3 

 

You can leave blank any field value that is not required. 



 

Followup Review Request 
Easy Review provides a followup email that can be sent to request a product review or store 

testimonial a set number of days after sale or purchase. 

The contents of the email are controlled by a managed template on the Easy Review Followup 

Tab. 

The settings for the Followup Review Request is can be found on the Followup tab of the Easy 

Review module. 

Here are the available settings and meanings: 

Send review request email after (days) Determines the number of days after the trigger event 

that emails are sent. 

Trigger event for email: Sets whether the count down for follow on starts when 

the product is Ordered or Shipped. (To use Shipped, you 

use the Miva Internal Order processing, or an outside 

order processing solution that sends back the Order 

Shipment notification.)  

Enable collection of orders Starts the actual collection of orders that will be used for 

the Follow on system. 

Emails in queue Shows how many emails are pending delivery.  

Review request template Opens the managed Template where you can modify 

the contents and appearance of the email. (Note: HTML 

emails, support a limited set of the HTML allowed in 

emails, so its always best to test an actual email by 

sending it through the Order Processing section of 

Miva.) 



 

Available Tokens 
The following is a list of all template token available, by template scope.  

NOTE: All tokens begin with &mvt:pm_easy_review:, so for the listing of “avgstars” you would 

actually use: &mvt:pm_easy_review:avgstars; 

Summary Review Item Template Tokens 

Token Name Example Notes 

avgstars 
 

span tag with specific <i> tags inside and the font awesome 

class. 

avgcount 12 Integer 

avgrating 3.4 Single precision decimal value. 

avgcount1-5 2 Integer for distribution widget 

avgpercent1-5 15 Integer for distribution widget 

Product/Store Review Item Template Tokens 

Available inside the <foreach> loop in the Product/Store review template. 

stars 
 

span tag with specific <i> tags inside and the font awesome 

class. 

id 
 

review ID (integer) 

title 
 

short title 

review 
 

body of review 

response 
 

Store owner response 

author Joe Sixpack Name 



date 01/02/2015 
 

eurodate 02/01/2015 
 

isodate 2015-01-02 for use with MicroData 

rawdate 1476832154 if someone needs it 

monthdate 01/02/2015 two digit month 

daydate 01/02/2015 two digit day 

yeardate 01/02/2015 
 

company Microsoft 

Corp. 

Mostly for B2B, though you can re-label it. For example, you 

could ask for: Hobby or Camera Type. 

URL www.foobar

.com 

See Review Company note. 

purchased 1 Boolean. 

customer 1 Boolean 

code pm_easy_re

view 

product code 

name Easy Review product name 

votenumber 19 Integer. Quantity of upvotes. 

votescore 13 Integer. Upvotes - downvotes. Sum of all votes. 

votetotal 25 Integer. Upvotes + downvotes. Quantity of all votes. 

 


